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SYNETIQ invests in new 11-acre Glasgow site
SYNETIQ has successfully begun relocating to its new Glasgow site, marking
further investment in its vehicle processing capacity.
The new Torrance premises is significantly larger than the outgoing Alexandria
location and retains Julie Hubbard as Manager. The site has extensive concrete
storage areas, large workshops, storage and office areas, meaning its suitable for
many client services - including salvage, vehicle recycling, green parts and
mechanical solutions.
The move is the next step in a strategic 5-year growth plan, where the business
invests in new sites to strengthen its total UK coverage. So far this year, SYNETIQ
has also opened two others - in Aldershot and in South London, the latter being
the first of its kind in the industry.
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SYNETIQ Torrance has plenty of space for further growth; an important
consideration when choosing the site. By reinforcing its strong presence in the
North, SYNETIQ can deliver the best possible experience to its clients – including
Insurers, Police forces nationwide.
The business is now increasing efficiency through standardised ways of working,
with the same high standards of compliance, safety, and efficiency across all its
locations.
SYNETIQ Ltd was created in March 2019, following the successful merger of four
well established businesses.
As the largest UK owned salvage and vehicle recycling company, SYNETIQ creates
intelligent solutions for some of the countries’ leading insurers, fleets and police
forces. SYNETIQ are trusted to process vehicles through auctions, green parts,
and recycling processes and is also a provider of software and VRM data solutions.
SYNETIQ has seen significant growth since the merger and is now pushing raising
industry standards in compliance, innovation, value and customer experience. In
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November 2019, SYNETIQ acquired Motorman, a St Albans-based mechanical
services provider.
Headquartered in Doncaster, SYNETIQ has over 590 employees at locations across
England and Scotland.
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